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Many Many Many Thanks to professor Stein and dear Gloria. I really 

learned a lot during this interesting course and really appreciate all of your kind 
endeavours to run this course so well. I'm gonna miss you a lot and really hope 
you have time to teach us another course. Thanks again. Thank you so much for 

offering this course. I enjoyed it more than I anticipated, and I am 

considering exploring economics further beyond these classes. I was pleasantly 
surprised at how the course engaged me with the assignments.  I only had 

difficulty with committing time as I run a business. Thank you Rebecca Stein 

and everyone else.  I wish there was some way I could thank you all personally.  
I'll hunt you down to thank you if my daughter ends up going to Penn. I am 
currently doing my master´s thesis about costs of quality and non quality, so 

this course was actually very helpful. It gave me the basis to 

develop my thesis, thank you! Thank you to the teachers for their time and 
dedication. The class was a truly learning experience. I would also like to give a 

big thank you to Dr. Stein and Gloria. It was both a challenging and 
enlightening experience. Overall impressed with the amount of effort 

the staff put towards this, never expected this from an open course. Thank you Dr. 
Stein. Can't thank you enough.:-) Great cheerful, smart instructor..... A must take 

course for all i would say Thank you, it was a wonderful course. Instructors 
involvement was amazing - the lectures were done well, hints for 

homework were nice and they quickly answered questions of forums. Thank you! I 
just wanted to thank Dr. Rebecca Stein for teaching this course and the Teacher's 
Assistants for their support. I really appreciate it and learned a lot. it feels 
awkward to have Saturday eve without drawing demand curves :)  thanks a lot 

again for this interesting and exciting experience ! It was a very happy 
moment! Thanks for great Professor Stein and lovely TAs and their team. 

Salute you. Ditto, thanks Dr. Stein you are excellent!! Thank you Prof. Rebecca 
Stein and team, It was a combination of excellent lectures and very thought -

provoking exercises.( one I did not dare to attempt). Never thought 
microeconomics could be so exciting intellectually. I 

deeply appreciate efforts taken by you people to train students from  all over the 
world . With live sessions ( though I missed them) this set-up is just like a campus 
course. It was a great experience and I thoroughly enjoyed these two months. 
Thank you again Prof. Stein and team. Thank you coursera My Masters advisor 
recommended this class to prepare me for my MPP in the fall, and am I glad he 

recommended it under your teachership..."keep on keeping on" Dr. Stein. Great 
course. Thank you all for your work in preparing and delivering it. Thanks a lot 

Dr Stien for your great and dedicated work and the Teacher's Assistants for their 
support and great love. I am very grateful to professor Stein for taking the time 

and really making this course such a great learning experience. Thank you:-) I 
am glad and proud for what I have learnt, it has been a great 

experience. So many thanks to Professor Stein. TAs were wonderful too. So 
impressed. So grateful. 
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